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Abstract

In the field of measurement of small strains or small displacements
a type of gauge, evolved over thirty years ago and called the vibrating
wire, or acoustic, gauge, is today coming into popular usage.

With this

gauge, strains over gauge distances between 2 " and 6" may readily be
measured^ the apparatus is capable of recording strains down to 1 x 1 0 .
The gauges themselves, basically consisting of a thin wire
vibrating at its natural frequency, may be made up in the workshop at very
low cost.

The electronic apparatus required may be constructed for less

than thirty pounds, the only other equipment necessary being a calibrating
gauge^ this is a simple beam device, capable of being made in a workshop
at reasonable cost.
Advantages of this type of gauge include long term stability,
ease of attachment to almost any material and surface, and subsequent
recording of results by semi-skilled staff.
This article describes the various versions of the gauge possible,
and important facets encountered in their use.
?/hen tension is applied to a tensioned wire, the natural frequency
is changed.

If this wire is first set in vibration, then the wire almost

immediately reverts to its natural frequency.

This frequency is compared

to that of a reference or calibrated gauge by acoustic means, or by feeding
both frequencies to the x and y plates respectively of a n oscilloscope,
and observing the resulting Lissajous figure.

1
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Introduction
In the fields of advanced study of very small strains and
changes in dimensions, it has been found most advantageous to employ a
simple, but most effective, device kn o w n today as the vibrating wire or
acoustic gauge.

Its most common use is in measuring strains

such as

occur in building structures, and it also finds frequent use in the
determination of, say, Poisson's Ratio.

The gauge, which operates on

the vibrating wire principle, is extremely sensitive, measuring strains
down to 1 x 10

s and is relatively simple for a technician to operate.

The acoustic gauge, under normal operating conditions, gives
consistent results over an extended period of time and, similar to
resistance strain gauges, can be operated from great distances.
Although the acoustic gauge finds its greatest use in static
measurements, it can be used in some instances for dynamic measurements.
Basically, w h e n the tension in a strained wire is altered,
its fundamental vibration frequency is similarly changed.

This fact

is due to the law governing the transverse vibration of such w i r e s ^
which states that the frequency of transverse vibrations of such stretched
wires is proportional to the square root of the tension in that wire.

Historical Development
The acoustic gauge, of which there are many forms, appeared
in Russian literature

(2 )

as early as 1928.

in F r a n c e ^ ^ and G e r m a n y ^ ^ in 1932.

This was closely followed

The German w o r k has "been followed

"by the availability of a commercial (Maihak) product for quite some
years.

As early as 1934 the Building Research Station, Department of

Scientific and Industrial Research, England

(5)

, developed a sensitive

form of the gauge, and it was used primarily for the measurement of
strains produced in soft building stones.

It was at this time that

B a k e r ^ ^ made an extensive investigation into the usefulness of the
I'aihak gauge and incorporated greater amplification in the audio signals.
To date, the m a i n use of these gauges has b e e n in civil works
such as stresses induced in steel frame buildings and prestressed concrete
bridges.

Acoustic gauges were used to study the structural behaviour of

the rather radical design of a new mechanical engineering building at
Imperial College, London.

These gauges are also currently being used

at Glasgow University to check cast iron segments of tunnel linings.
Possibly, the most extensive early developmental work on these
gauges was done b y the Fre n c h prior to World War

I I 5 the work there was

primarily concerned with measuring strains in concrete dams and i n the
laboratory for measurement of shrinkage and creep of concrete.
Today, many technological institutions have acoustic gauges
in one form or another, their use being mainly in laboratories for
measuring accurately very small strains or displacements.
In Australia, they have been used by the Snowy Mountains Hydro(7)
Electric Authority'
for studying the structural behaviour of the

3.
Guthega Dam.

The gauges here were used primarily for checking the

distribution of stresses in the dam body and subsequent comparison with
the original design calculations.

4.
Principle of Operation

Basically, it is almost always necessary to have two gauges,
one a test gauge, the other a reference gaugej both have almost identical
operating characteristics.
A high tensile steel wire (usually 0.010" - 0.030" diameter
silver-plated piano wire) is tensioned between two supports and then made
to vibrate.

The wire is either supported b y means of knife-edges or

clamped by wedges §this facet is discussed more fully later.

The

supports are rigidly attached to, or form part of, the m a i n body which
is being examined.

As the main body alters its geometrical shape, so

will the fixed supports and hence the length of the vibrating wire.
This change in length will be evidenced by a change in the frequency of
vibration of the vibrating wire.

This change in frequency is directly

related by physical laws to the change in strain or length of the wire.
To obtain the vibration of the wire, an electromagnet plucks
the wire and then, reversing its operation, acts as a pick-up and transmits
to the recording equipment the fundamental frequency of this vibration.
Another gauge, called a reference gauge, is required as a means
of comparison of these changes in frequency.

The reference gauge is

usually a calibrated beam upon which the reference vibrating wire gauge
is mounted.

The b e a m has a device attached to deflect one end and so

cause the strain in the wire to alter.

This deflection can be measured

on an accurate distance gauge (1 / 10 , 000" micrometer dial gauge) and so
is the basic measure of the strain in the reference gauge vibrating wire.
Calibration of this gauge can be effected either experimentally or
theoretically^ this is discussed later under calibration.

5.
The actual mode of operation falls into two categories
depending up o n the method used to compare the two frequencies.

The

desired product (for static work) is to obtain "both the test and
reference gauge vibrating at the same frequency.

This can he achieved

either acoustically or b y the use of an oscilloscope.
Acoustically, the method used is to feed the suitably
amplified output of each vibrating wire to earphones and hence the
operator can compare and tune them to exactly similar frequencies.
Although many variations are possible, the general method used with an
oscilloscope is to feed one frequency, suitably amplified, to the x
plates, and the other to the y

plates.

When a stationary figure is

obtained, one frequency is a multiple of the other.

This is further

simplified b y obtaining a Lissajous figure of an ellipse or circle,
depending on the relative gains usedg w h e n this is obtained, the
frequencies are identical in both the test and reference gauge.
It is usual, w h e n building up a vibrating wire apparatus,
to incorporate both acoustic and oscilloscope means of comparing the
frequencies.

Also, as an added aid, the plucking or prime vibrating

rate is usually capable of being varied in about throe or more steps.

Dynamic Measurements
The principal use of the vibrating wire strain gauge is in
the field of static measurements.

In this field, using the acoustic

method, a result is found b y reducing the beat frequency to zero, whereas
/ON
for dynamic work, a record is taken of the change in boat frequency
.
It is found that where stability is required over very long
periods of time, this type of gauge is most advantageous.

It will be

obvious that, due to the plucking rate being slow, dynamic measurements
can only be made where there is relatively slow cycling.

This is due to

the necessity of constantly obtaining a balance between the test and
reference gauge frequencies.
Dynamic measurements have been made by the Department of
/Q \
Scientific and Industrial Research
.
In that instance, the tension
in the reference gauge was made less than that in the test gauge, and the
resulting beat frequency recorded on film from a n oscilloscope.

From

measurements of the resulting change which occurs in the beat frequency
a corresponding change in strain is founds an increase in beat frequency
would correspond to an increase in strain.

The above method has been

used successfully for finding the strains produced by traffic on bridge

,
(8 )
girders
•

7.
Typical Use and Results
In the field of drilled plates, such as are used on reactor
diagrids and boiler drums, it became necessary to accurately assess the
various theories underlying the design of same.

In the course of this,

it was necessary to find equivalent elastic properties of continuously
drilled perforated plate having a triangular pitch

(o)

.

Figure 1 shows a bar machined from the solid with four gauges
.\
attached.

The use of four gauges is necessary to obviate any bending

of the specimen about a vertical axis.
be checked or calibrated.

From this test the gauges can

The gauges are further calibrated by the use

of optical lateral extensometers.
Figures 2 and 3 show two views of the set-up for measuring of
average transverse and longitudinal strains.

It is to be noted that,

although a reference gauge is necessary for comparison, it is not used
as a finite gauge (i.e. need not be calibrated) w h e n measuring Poisson's
Ratio.

In that case, a ratio of the readings only is required, the

calibration constant of the beam cancelling out.

The longitudinal

strains were measured in four places around each section and the transverse
strains in throe places across the mid-section of the face parallel to
the bar.

In Figure 2 the transverse gauge is shown offset from the

central position^ it is to be noted that the two orthotropic bars are
machined from the one piece.

The gauge length of each wire is 6".

Figure 4 shows the complete layout with the specimon in the
tensile machine, the vibrating wire electronics and switchgear enclosure,
the switch box and the calibrated beam.

It will be noted, Figure 2, that two different gauges are used,
a longitudinal and a transverse.

The longitudinal gauges upon comparison

with the calibrated beam/reference gauge, yi e l d an equivalent modulus of

elasticity.

Likewise, the transverse gauge could be used for finding

displacements in the transverse direction.

However, in this particular

case, the ratio of the transverse reading on the dial gauge of the
reference gauge and the corresponding average reading on the longitudinal

gauges, yield a value of the equivalent Poisson's ratio.
To correct for possible bending in either of the two planes,
the slopes of four l o a d - longitudinal strain curves (one from each face)
were averaged? in Figure 5? where a typical result sheet is shown, this
value so obtained was compared with that for the plain bar to obtain the

ratio of modulus of elasticity

ii

.

Figure 6 shows a load transverse

strain result sheet for this case, together with the method of finding

the ratio

, the effective Poisson's ratio.

The procedure for both

longitudinal and transverse strains was repeated once for both loads
increasing and decreasing.

The final result obtained

(9) by the use of

these gauges for this investigation is shown in Figures 7 and 8 .

9.
Theory of a pair of vibrating wires
(1)
Mersenne's L a w v 7 states that the fundamental frequency f of a
wire, tensioned with a load W, and of tensioned length L and density w, is

/I

f - M

....................................................d )

2L V w

Substitution of W = EAe in Equation (l), where
E = Young's modulus
A = cross sectional area
e = longitudinal strain
yields
f =

1 W EAe
21 V w

\ h

(2 )

2

l/

where C =\/E
, a constant, characteristic of the wire.
«\/l
V 4w
Letting subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the test and calibrating
gauge respectively, and r the radius of the wire, and assuming that the
gauges have b e e n adjusted to equal frequency, then
f

.

l / e 1 A1 C1

»

.

f

. > / e g Ag C ~

L,2

*

..........................

1 22

If now the strains be increased b y a multiple x, then this will
cause the original tensioned length L to increase to L', and
L1 1 = L!

jj

+ (x1 -

1)

e1 j

......................................................... ( 4 )

The cross sectional area will be changed to A', where

A1' = n

- 6 r 1 )2

........................... (5)

If U = Poisson's ratio, then
6r1 = r1

(x1 - 1) e 1

Substitution of this in Equation 5? yields

......................... (6)

10.
A1 ' = n x *

p i - M1 ( x r l )

(7)

e j

Neglecting small quantities. Equation (7 ) becomes

(8 )

A 1 ’= tT r j 2 Jl - 2 |x1 (x1 - 1 ) e 1

Hence, the new fundamental frequency, from Equations (3), (4 ) and (8)
becomes

f/ 2 -

1 - lUi
1 + (x1 - 1 ) e 1

* 1 •’
It has been s h o w n ^ ^

.(9)

that Equation (9 ), neglecting small quantities.

can be reduced to
2

f 1'2

=

f2 2

=

(“

)

x l ei ^

f l - 2( xr

l ) ( l + H 1)e1]

. . . (1(|0)

jj - 2(x2 -1 ) ( 1 + ^ 2 )e2 |

(n)

Similarly
j_|j

x 2 e2 A 2

Since both gauges are balanced and the frequencies are equal, i.e. ;
f 1' = f 2 ' , then by equating Equations (10) and (1 1 ) and substitution
of Equation (3) in the result,
x 1 |j - 2(x1 - 1 )(1 + P-, ) eTj =

x 2 jj - 2 (x 2 - 1 )(1 + M-2)e^|

............ (1 2 )
Again, neglecting veiy small quantities, Equation (12) reduces to
X1

=

x2

Therefore, it can be stated that within the measuring capacity of the
equipment, the strain in the test gauge will be the same as in the
reference gauge as long as the frequencies are equal.

11
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Description of Electrical Operation
A n electromagnet, usually of the type employed in telephone
handsets, is aligned such that the centre line of its pole pieces is
above the longitudinal centre line of the tensioned wire.

This distance

above the wire is not absolutely critical, although it is found that from
1/32" - 1/8" gives best results.

Duo to this coil being also used as a

pick-up, the smaller the distance, the greater the gain.
The coil is mounted above the mid centre of the wire and then
is made to "pluck" the wire at a predetermined rate.

This is achieved

by moans of an electronic circuit in a control box which transmits an A.C.
pulse to the coil.
frequency.

The wire vibrates and quickly achieves its natural

The same coil then reverses its oloctrical operation and

"picks up" the resulting frequency.
a new pulse is given to the wire.

As soon as this frequency decays,
The signal from the pick-up coil is

amplified electrically and transmitted to one pair of the deflecting plates
of an oscilloscope.
The same circuitry and operation applies also to the reference
gauge, only that the amplified output signal is fed to the other pair of
deflecting plates of an oscilloscope.
The strain in the reference gauge wire can be adjusted, and is
so strained that the frequency of each is exactly the same.

This match: ng

frequency is shown b y the appearance of a Lissajous figure on the oscilloscop<
screen.

The gain from the signals of each gauge can be adjusted so that

the x and y

deflections are nearly equal.

When both gauge wires have

matching frequencies, a circle will appear on the screen momentarily and
then decay as the vibration decays.

Another plucking pulse (adjustable

12.
rate) is then supplied and the process repeated.

This repetition is

necessary as, while it continues, the reference gauge is being adjusted
to give a circular figure on the screen.

As also described previously,

in lieu of the oscilloscope means of matching, the two frequencies could
be amplified and matched audibly by means of a pair of headphones 5 this
method, however, is generally more fatiguing on the operator.

Still

another method, but one not currently in use, is to measure directly the
natural frequency of the test gauge wire and convert it directly to
strain^ again, a calibration is necessary.
A control unit as used in some instancesv

' has a complete

oscillatory circuit built in to the reference gauge side and so maintains
the reference gauge wire in continuous vibration.

The figure so obtained

on an oscilloscopc screen is then an ellipse decaying to a straight line.
A typical circuit diagram of the plucking and recording controls
is shown in Figure 9*

•* Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, England.

13.
Gauges
Originally, the basic gauge consisted of a 32 S.ff.G. steel wire
suspended between two hardened steel knife edges, approximately 3" apart.
Today, the gauge most used is of approximately 6" gauge length and is
suspended between two tapered, or parallel, pin attachments which are
rigidly attached to the main body.

(Described under Gauge Posts).

The gauge posts are first installed in the direction of
straining over the position where the reading of strain is required.
The posts are rigidly attached and the wire is then passed between themj
one end of the wire is fixed and the other lightly clamped.

A

straining device, to take up the slack wire, is mounted over the loosely
connected end and a tension applied to the wire.
device is shown in Fig. 10.

A typical straining

It will bo observed that in Figs. 2 and 3

the straining device is cranked^ this was necessitated by the dimensions
of the bar and testing machine.

This tension, although relatively

unimportant, is usually standardised with a basic reference.

The

reference usually consists of a solid (2" x 2") 12" length of steel with
gauges on each of its four sides.

Each is numbered and has a different

tension applied.
The tension in the gauge is t h e n standardised, the amount of
tension under no load depending upon whether the gauge wire is to be
increased or decreased in length when under load.
After the desired no load tension is applied, the loosely
fitting pin in the gauge post is tightened.

It is observed that the

wire tension, on most occasions, alters when clamped but, with experience,
this alteration due to clamping can be compensated for during the

14.
application of the initial tension.
Calibrating (or reference) Gauge
The basic pre-requisite of the reference gauge is that it should
be capable of varying the strain in the reference wire.

Further, the

amount of strain must be recorded, preferably linearly, on another direct
reading mechanism.
The most common method of achieving this is to mount the gauge
on a beam, one end of which is fixed to a heavy base, and then deflect
the other end.

The b e a m will bend w h e n a load is applied at its free

ond, the strain in the gauge wire will alter, and the amount of movement
of the beam can be recorded on a dial gauge, the point of which is in
contact with the free end of the beam.

The beam used is most frequently

a triangularly-shaped one, approximately -J-" deep.

A calibration design

of such a beam is shown in Appendix I.
In operation, a frequency in the test gauge is matched b y the
frequency in the reference gauge.

This equalisation of frequencies is

achieved by moving a screw, the motion of which is recorded by a dial
gauge §this screw varies the position of the free end of the beam,
hence varying the tension in the reference gauge wire.

The screw is

moved until the frequencies are e q u a l 5 this is indicated by a Lissajous
figure of a steadily decaying ellipse or circle on a n oscilloscope.
As stated previously, it could also be achieved by audio frequency
matching.
If, as is usual, the beam is calibrated and the gauges are of
the same gauge length, then the variation of strain in the test gauge will
be directly proportional to that observed by the variation of the reading
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on the dial gauge.

The beam is usually of such a design that a

linear relationship exists between the dial gauge reading and the
strain recorded.

It should b e noted that the b e a m loading screw should

always be adjusted in the same direction in order that slackness in the
threads should not introduce errors into the dial gauge readings.
Test Gauge
The test gauge is identical in basic principle to the
calibration gauge.

It is generally of the same length, wire diameter

and method of fixation as the calibration gauge.

It is similarly

plucked electromagnetically and recorded.
The initial no-load tension, although of little consequence
within a certain range, is, as stated previously, standardised.
When a number of test gauges are used with the one calibration gauge
in conjunction with a multiple switch box, it is convenient to set each
of the test gauges with the same, or nearly so, initial tension.
In practice, for more than two gauges, this is a time consuming
operation, but it is found that the initial lengthy time taken in
setting up the gauges will be saved many times during tests.

This

is because the calibration gauge frequency matching adjustment will
not need to be mo v e d so far as each reading is taken.
The protection of the test gauge is a major item as the
presence of dirt or moisture on the test gauge wire usually reduces
its natural frequency.

It is for this reason that, for most

applications outside the laboratory, the gauges are totally enclosed
or sheathed in aluminium with rubber seals around the electric leads.

16

Comments on the Use of Vibrating Wire Gauges
Due to the difference in thermal mass of the vibrating wire
and the body to which it is attached, sunlight and rapid temperature
variation tend to give erroneous results.
the gauge

It is for this reason that

affixed to the strained body must be given sufficient time

to stabilise.

This facet also applies to the reference gauge which

must also bo temperature stabilised.

Sunlight falling directly upon

a gauge wire invariably leads to inconsistent results.
In operation, the electromagnet supplying the plucking pulse is
situated at the mid point of the wire, the pole pieces being 1 / 16 " away.
When the body is strained, it is often found that the wire comes into
very close proximity to the electromagnet.

Although the distance is

not critical over l/ 32 ", under this, excessive excitation and damping of
the wire occur.

It has also b e e n noted

(11)

that variable excitation of

the wire occurs when the direction of the circuit through the
electromagnet is reversed.
Another point to be noted is that the gauge wire itself must
not be in close proximity to a mass of metallic substance.

It is found

best to keep the gauge wire at least 3/ 16 " away from a metal mass in order
that the frequency of vibration is not affected.
The wire used in the laboratory is usually high grade piano
wire, 0.018 " - 0.020" diameter, having a breaking strain of approximately
50 lbs.

The load applied to this wire is of the order of 10 - 12 lbs.,
/A O \
corresponding to a frequency of some 700 cycles/second
.
The method of fixation of the gauge posts and, more especially,
the wire in the gauge posts is most critical.

This is because of
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possible slip or creep of the wire during long term tests.

After a

test is completed the strain in the wires should be returned to their
original state in order that the zero point may be checked^ this is to
remove any doubt that there is relative movement in the gauge wire
fixations.
A most common fault during setting up procedure is to overstrain
the wire used and so break itj this necessitates a time consuming
replacement.
The electromagnets used with vibrating wire gauges attract
.small amounts of dirt, cotton or even metallic filings or chips to the
wire and pole pieces.

Those adherences increase the vibrating mass

and hence reduce the frequency of vibration, giving spurious results.
With a well designed reference gauge, it is generally possible to
record strains of the order of one microstrain (1 x 10- ^).

The error

to be expected in this is frequently larger duo to the instability of the
electronic circuit employed, but under normal conditions the error is
approximately one half microstrain.

The one microstrain is recorded

by reading down to a half division on the dial gauge (1 / 1 0,000") employed.
A n important facet of this type of gauge is that it is capable
of working at temperatures up to 100 C with good stability, and is also
capable of working immersed in water

18 .

Calibration of Gauges
When a separately mounted gauge is attached to a structure
under examination, the gauge may he calibrated directly.

This is achieved'

by obtaining a calibration constant for each gauge from a tost on a
separate bar with a constant bending moment applied.

The bar is mounted

on a roller and knife edge, the gauge being rigidly attached at the mid
span of the beam.

A n accurate 1 / 1 0,000 inch micrometer is so disposed

that it can record the deflection of the beam w h e n a bending moment is
applied.

By simple analysis the relationship between beam deflection

and surface strain is found.
A calibration curve may then be plotted b y further loading of
the beam, during which time the frequency of the test gauge wire is compared
with that of the calibration gauge wire, the reference gauge micrometer
reading being recorded in each case.

From a succession of such tests,

the calibration curve (usually linear) of the gauge may be found.
Shown previously i n Figure 1 is a test specimen machined from
the solid from a known specimen of steel.
may be found theoretically.

The strain versus load curve

By the placement of the four gauges, the

average of which eliminates any bending around the specimen, the load
versus reference b e a m dial gauge relationship may be found.

Hence the

strain versus dial gauge curve (usually linear) may be found.
Commonly used to calibrate gauges is a Marten's mirror
extensometer.

This apparatus allows an accurate value of movement to

be found and hence an accurate calibration.
As a check on the accuracy of each of the previous means of
calibration, the calibration beam itself can be accurately designed.

19.
If a most comprehensive and rigid analysis is applied to the design, the
deflection of the free end of the b e a m will bo directly proportional, to
a known scale, to the strain in the reference gauge wire which is situated
some 41' above the upper surface of the beam.
Under some conditions w h e n the calibration gauge is for reference
only, the test gauges are fitted to a dummy structure
is then loaded with a kn o w n load.

(1 2 )

and the structure

The changed tost wire frequency is

then matched by that of the calibration gauge.

If the actual test gauges

are then installed as in the dummy structure, the readings on the calibration
gauge will then establish a relationship b e t w e e n applied load and reference
scale divisions.
To check the stability of the reference gauge, a tuning fork is
often employed.

If desired, a series of tuning forks may be used to

check the gauge at a number of frequencies.

20.
Gauge Posts

The attachment of gauge posts is possibly the most important
part of the whole experiment.
entire success of the results.

On the rigidity of these is placed the
M a n y types of gauge posts and methods

of fixation have b e e n used, varying from studs drilled and tapped into
the main member to studs welded directly onto it.

Both have been used

successfully, although the former has found more common use.

In that

particular case, a lock nut is used also as it makes for a more intimate
contact and consequently a more accurate transmission of movement.

Frequently it is found impossible or undesirable to weld or screw
support posts to a member under examination and, in that case, steel blocks
are used.

These are generally

jg" x

x -g-" with a spigot approximately

3/ 16 " diameter, 3/16 " long, machined integrally, on the base.

A mating

hole is then drilled in the specimen, the relative fit with the gauge
post spigot being a very light push fit.

Prior to installation, the gauge

post and specimen are cleaned and degreased and the mating parts, being
the spigot and base of the post, and the specimen are lightly coated with
an epoxy resin (Eastman Kodak) glue which rigidly attaches the pieces.
It has been found that this method of fixation is quite sound and will
resist forces far in excess of those imparted during a test.
For the clamping of the wires to these gauge posts, two different
methods are in common use, the difference being in the type of pins used.
A hole, approximately

diameter, is drilled in the posts in the direction

of the wire, the edge of the hole nearest the specimen being the required
pitch from the specimen that the wire is to be.

The earlier form of

fixing pins incorporated a tapered pin in a slightly tapered hole, the
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pin being forced against the wire by means of small high tensile screws.
The more popular method of fixation is to have a parallel hole and
parallel pin, Figure 11.

The pin has a flat filed along its length,

the width of the flat being sufficient to ensure that, when the pin is
securcly fixed between the pin and the hole, the pin itself does not
bind in the hole.

Again, the desired clamping force is achieved by

means of two screws bearing directly on the pins.
Although the gauge length of the wire is most ideally achieved
by the use of knife edges, the accuracy is found to suffer little with
the use of gauge posts and attachments such as were used in the example
quoted previously and as described above.
#

In use, one end of the wire is first attached permanently and

the other end is lightly clamped.

Sufficient wire is left at this

lightly clamped end to allow for a tensioning device, shown at the end
of the wires in Figures 2 and 3, to be attached.

The tensioning device,

Figure 10, consists of an attachment which incorporates a threaded
section through which the wire passes.

A separate clamping block is

then attached to the wire such that w h e n the threaded section is adjusted,
the tension on the wire is changed.

The wire is then tensioned to the

desired frequency and the pin within the gauge post subsequently fully
tightened.

In practice it is found that this last act of tightening

varies the wire tension but, with experience, a judicious choice of wire
tension results in the correct tension being obtained w h e n the pin is
finally clamped.
As has been described previously, the initial tension has not
necessarily to be exactly obtained to match that of the calibration beam,

22,
but a close matching with a standard is most desirable if a series of
gauges are in operation with the one calibration beam.

The free

vibrating length of the wire can be accurately made by ensuring that the
pins bear hard against the wire at its tensioned end and also are aligned
accurately with the edge of the gauge post.

Faulty alignment of the

pins or the wire frequently compresses the wire excessively causing a
major reduction in cross sectional area; this causes a subsequent
slackening of the wire.

23.
Ma i n Advantages of Vibrating Wire Gauges
.Possibly the most important advantage of vibrating wire gauges
is their long term stability.

Compared to the resistance strain gauge,

which is primarily for fast cycling over a rather limited period, the
vibrating wire gauge is most useful for slov; cycling over quite extended
periods.

In some special cases, however, they have been used for

measuring rapid fluctuations of stress such as are encountered in railway
lines when trains arc passing.

This is a c h i e v e d ^ ^ by recording, with

the aid of an oscilloscope or recorder, the variation in beat frequency
from a standard frequency.
The gauge length of vibrating wire gauges is generally 5" to 6",
although gauges of length 2" have been used.

It is general, however, that

although vibrating wire gauges can be used in open sections, around
awkward sections resistance strain gauges are employed.

This was d o n e ^

on a stress check of a ship hull when, to find stress concentrations
around a hatch, resistance gauges were employed, whereas vibrating wire
gauges were used elsewhere.
In some particular cases, as in the transverse gauge of the
typical example described herein, it is not possible to use gauge posts

6" apart.

In the example quoted, it was required to find the contraction

across the face of a 1-f1' x 1-4" specimen.

F o r these small distances

when it is necessary to use vibrating wire gauges, a gauge distance
amplifier must bo made.

This is most readily achieved by making a solid

U-type frame, Figures 2 and 3, the distance apart at the top being the
gauge distance, say 6 ", and having adjustable screws lower down to bear
on the smaller distances.

It is found that if only one leg is hinged,
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the apparatus is quite accurate and gives consistent results.

With

this type of gauge, the actual points of contact of the adjustable
screws with the specimen require careful attention.

Two methods that

give good results ares(i)

To have a small ball bearing peened into the heads of the
screws, these bearings seating into small dimples made in
the specimen,

(ii)

To have (i) but, in addition, very thin hardened steel pads

■

glued to the specimen? this method gives an almost absolute
point rolling contact.
Since the signals from the gauges carry only a frequency, the
length of leads used is relatively unimportant.

It has been found that

no serious error is introduced by the use of loads up to 500 yards.
Added to this is the fact that special cables are not required, the
normal wire used being a twin twisted flex.

Conclusion
1.

—6
With vibrating wire gauges, strains of the order of 1 x 10"

may be readily perceived and recorded.
2.

Due to its relative cheapness, more points of application of

gauges are possible wit h i n a limited budget for checking of stressed
regions in large scale structures.

This low cost facet also allows

them to be used embedded in structures where recovery is impossible.

3.

The simplicity of operation lends itself to semi-technical

staff taking of results.
4.

No special surface preparation is required and in some forms

may be used on almost any type of surface.

5*

Once installed and checked, no maintenance is required.

Some gauges have b e e n in use for many years

(11 )

and have given consistent

results over this period.
6.

The distance apart of gauges and control gear is of no serious

consequence, the signal and signal strength being negligibly affected.

7.

For a number of gauge points, a simple switch box may be made,

using domestic type switches.

This represents a considerable saving

over the multi-switch units required for resistance strain gauges.
Added to this is the low cost of a control box, employing some very few
valves necessary for the oscillator or plucking circuits, amplifiers
and a small (2") cathode ray tube.
8.

External vibrations do not affect the gauges, provided that

the wires and gauge posts are suitably attached.
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APPENDIX 1
•>fr
A cantilever can be made, as in Figure 12, such that the point
of loading is at a point P which is at the intersection of the two
sloping sides.
f = M y
= I

Generally,
where

f = the stress at the surface, distant y from the
neutral axis.
M = bending moment at the section considered.
y = distance from neutral axis.
I = moment of inertia of section.

At section yy, Figure 12,
M = W (L-x)
where

W = load applied
L = distance from fixed end to point of loading.
x = distance of point considered from fixed end.

At section yy, I = b_lP
12
where

b = breadth of beam at point considered.
D = depth of beam.

also

b
(L-x)

= E
L

from which b =

Jj

"3
. j; _ (L-x) B D ~
12 L

f = W (L—x ) D

2

12L
(L-x) B D-J

6 WL
B
* Unpublished thesis, Hodge, Department of Mechanical Engineering, The
University of

Sheffield.
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Prom this equation, it can he seen that the stress is constant
along the beam*
M E
d2<5L
— = —2--1
dx

Also,
where

&L = deflection of cantilever.

Since stress f , and distance y, are constant, then M is constant.
2

:. A 6L
I P

1

= M
SI

From this, it can be shown that
2
?
cT _ M x _ f x
2EI “ 2Ey
D
f
Substitution of y = — , and strain (j, = — , in this equation, yields
Deflection =

Ux
D

2

For the cantilever used in the present investigation,*
D = 0.251"
.*. strain

=

9.07

= 0,00306

and

x = 9 .07"

times

doflootion

times

deflection

The beam can be checked in part b y loading it, and measuring the
deflcction at a particular point. This generally results, and should
result, in a straight line graph.
When the free end of the beam is deflected, the beam takes the
shape of a circular arc| this increases the length of the upper surface,
and also the distance between the gauge posts. Since the wire is being
stretched about a radius larger than that of the beam surface, there will
be a constant factor relating strains in the bar surface and the wire.
Also, the wire, instead of taking up the shape of a circular arc, will
take the shortest distance, a straight line, between the gauge posts.
^Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Sheffield.
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Considering bending of the b e a m about the neutral axis5 Figure 13
extended length of upper = ( R +(3 ) G
surface of beam
= ( H + 3) I
.••strain in surface of b e a m

=(R+(3)L
- L
__________ R _______
L

=
extended length of wire

£

R

= sin 6 ( R + )
sin
90 - e /7 7
= 2 sin W 2 cos «/2 ( H +\|r )
COS

= 6 ( R +
.*. strain in wire

9 /2

)

(e/ 2 being very small)

= ■
© ( R + ^ ) - L
L
= | ( R + *) - L
L

i

~ R
strain in wire_________
strain in b e a m surface

_
“ p

For the b e a n used
i|r = 0 .2218 "
(3 = 0 . 1255 "
.•.strain in wire

•= 1 .765 times the strain in bar surface

Summarising
Strain in vibrating wire is 0.5401 times the deflection of the
free end of the beam

(in inches).
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